
Candy 

 



Candy Chair is a simple assembly of six same sized wooden 
blocks to a metal frame made in round pipe. The name candy, 
because the wooden blocks remind us of the ice cream sticks and 
the crafts made using those sticks. Candy uses these wooden 
blocks as modules multiplied to form different products in this 
series, like a Cafeteria table. These 20mm thick wooden blocks, 
which form the seat and the back, are available in various 
wooden finishes like beach, mahogany, walnut, etc. or can be 
made in MDF and painted in any colour of choice.





Candy family also includes a revolving chair and bar stool. Here 
we have made them in cushion with upholstery in composite 
leather. The module structure of this chair allows us to play 
with materials, finishes and colours. The choice of finishes can 
change the chair’s personality from quirky to elegant. 



Candy’s wooden block modules are multiplied to form different 
products in this series, like a bench, coffee table and tandem 
seating. The continuous seater can be made for two-seaters 
and three-seaters, depending on the layout. Finishes of the 
metal body can be customised, stainless steel or mild steel 
powder coating in any colour.
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